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Starship Prototype Flies At Last 
 

 
 

Finally, one that doesn’t blow its top. The Starship SN5 
vehicle, powered by a single Raptor engine, lifted off 
shortly before 8 p.m. EDT on August 4 at SpaceX’s site in 
Boca Chica, Texas. The flight was intended to reach an 
altitude of 150 meters, although SpaceX did not disclose 
the exact altitude the vehicle reached. After flying a 
short distance sideways, it descended to a landing on a 
nearby pad about 45 seconds after liftoff. “Mars is 
looking real,” Musk wrote in a series of tweets shortly 
after the flight. “Progress is accelerating.” 

 

Articles: https://www.space.com/spacex-
starship-sn5-prototype-1st-test-flight.html 

https://spacenews.com/spacex-starship-
prototype-finally-flies/ 
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Three Nations On Their Way to Mars 
  

 
A veritable fleet of robot explorers is on its way to Mars. First to launch was United Arab 
Emirates’ Hope orbiter, which blasted off from Japan's Tanegashima Space Center atop a 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries H-IIA rocket on July 19. The UAE’s mission has been timed to 
coincide Hope’s arrival into Martian orbit with the nation’s 50th anniversary as an 
independent country. China’s orbiter/lander Tianwen-1 was launched on a Long March 5 on 
July 23. China has selected a portion of Utopia Planitia, south of Viking 2, as the landing area 
for its 240-kilogram rover. Last off the pad was NASA’s Perseverance rover (which also carries 
the first helicopter to another world), launched on an Atlas 5 on July 30. 

Articles: https://www.space.com/hope-mars-mission-uae-launch.html 

https://spacenews.com/uaes-hope-mission-on-its-way-to-mars/ 

https://www.space.com/uae-mars-mission-extraordinary-feat-shows-how-space-exploration-
can-benefit-small-nations.html 

https://www.space.com/china-tianwen-1-mars-mission-launch.html 

https://spacenews.com/tianwen-1-launches-for-mars-marking-dawn-of-chinese-
interplanetary-exploration/ 

https://www.space.com/nasa-mars-2020-perseverance-rover-launch.html 

https://spacenews.com/atlas-5-launches-mars-2020-mission/ 
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They’re Back! 
  

 
The SpaceX Crew Dragon Endeavour undocked from ISS on August 1 and splashed down off 
the coast of Pensacola, Florida the next day, returning astronauts Bob Behnken and Doug 
Hurley to Earth after their historic Demo-2 test flight. But shortly after that splashdown, 
private boats swarmed the space capsule, apparently hoping for a closer look. The astronauts 
had lavish praise for the new spacecraft, saying it performed just like the simulators and was 
rock solid through the reeentry. "I think, like, my entire adrenaline just dumped, you know? 
Like, thank God," said an emotional Elon Musk. "I'm not very religious, but I prayed for this 
one." 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/crew-dragon-undocks-from-space-station/ 

https://spacenews.com/crew-dragon-splashes-down-to-end-successful-test-flight/ 

https://www.space.com/spacex-crew-dragon-demo-2-splashdown.html 

https://www.space.com/boaters-crash-spacex-crew-dragon-splashdown.html 

https://www.space.com/elon-musk-spacex-nasa-crew-splashdown-emotions.html 

https://www.space.com/nasa-hails-spacex-astronaut-mission-demo-2.html 

https://spacenews.com/deno-2-astronauts-praise-performance-of-crew-dragon-spacecraft/ 

https://www.space.com/nasa-astronauts-demo-2-crew-dragon-experience.html 
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DoD Studying Unmanned “Orbital Outpost”                                                  

 
 

The Defense Innovation Unit (DIU) has awarded study contracts totaling about $1M to 

three companies to develop concepts for small, uncrewed space stations in low Earth orbit, 

although none of the awards yet fund spacecraft construction. The three companies are 

Sierra Nevada Corp. (to look at repurposing of the “Shooting Star” cargo module that it 

developed for its Dream Chaser spacecraft), Nanoracks (as part of a broader company 

effort to study converting upper stages and other structures into operational spacecraft, 

such as space station modules), and Arkisys. When DIU issued a call for proposals in July 

2019 for the Orbital Outpost project, it said it was seeking concepts for a “self-contained 

and free flying” spacecraft “capable of supporting space assembly, microgravity 

experimentation, logistics and storage, manufacturing, training, test and evaluation, 

hosting payloads, and other functions.” Its minimum requirements included one cubic 

meter of internal volume, 80 kilograms of payload capacity and one kilowatt of power. 

“The most immediate and logical use is to facilitate the flight qualification of new 

hardware,” said Brig. Gen. Steve Butow, director of DIU’s Space Portfolio. “Solutions must 

be capable of being established in low Earth orbit within 24 months of contract award 

following the study.” Desired future capabilities include human rating, 

Article: https://spacenews.com/three-companies-studying-orbital-

outpost-space-station-concepts-for-defense-

department/https://www.space.com/space-adventures-roscosmos-

tourist-flight-spacewalk-2023.html 
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More Russian ASAT Tests 
                                                            

 
 

U.S. Space Command in a July 23 statement said it has proof that Russia on July 15 
conducted a non-destructive test of a space-based anti-satellite weapon. Per USSC, 
Russia “injected a new object into orbit from Cosmos-2543,” the same satellite that 
earlier this year maneuvered near USA 245, a classified imaging satellite owned by the 
National Reconnaissance Office. Gen. John “Jay” Raymond, commander of U.S. Space 
Command and chief of space operations of the U.S. Space Force, condemned that move 
in February, and in April voiced concerns about Russia test firing a direct-ascent anti-
satellite missile in December that he warned could threaten American satellites in low 
Earth orbit. In the most recent statement, Raymond said the July 15 test is “further 
evidence of Russia’s continuing efforts to develop and test space-based systems, and 
consistent with the Kremlin’s published military doctrine to employ weapons that hold 
U.S. and allied space assets at risk.” How long before Space Force starts testing ASATs? 

Articles:  https://spacenews.com/u-s-space-command-again-condemns-
russia-for-anti-satellite-weapon-test/ 

https://www.space.com/russia-tests-anti-satellite-weapon-in-space.html 

https://spacenews.com/u-s-space-command-again-condemns-russia-for-anti-satellite-weapon-test/
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NSS Board Member Greg Autry Nominated as Next 
NASA Chief of Financial Operations 

                                                          

 

Another NSS member will, God and the U.S. Senate willing, become a high-ranking 

NASA official. The Trump administration announced July 22 it formally nominated 

Autry to the CFO position, one of four at NASA that requires Senate confirmation. 

Autry is an assistant professor of clinical entrepreneurship at the University of 

Southern California, studying technology commercialization with a particular focus 

on the space industry. He had served on Trump’s 2016-2017 NASA transition team, 

which advocated an accelerated retun of humans to the Moon. Autry has attended 

the last several ISDCs, and was the Vice President of Space Development for NSS, a 

position he has vacated to take the new assignment. He’s a huge advocate for 

commercial space and government-corporate partnerships. A great choice! 

Article: https://spacenews.com/white-house-nominates-autry-to-be-nasa-cfo/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/white-house-nominates-autry-to-be-nasa-cfo/
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$1.5B for NASA in Senate’s Latest Covid Relief Bill                                                         

 

A coronavirus pandemic spending package introduced in the Senate on July 27 by 

Sen. Richard Shelby (R-Ala.), chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee,  

would provide $1.5 billion in supplemental funding for NASA, although agency 

leadership says the exact amount of money the agency needs to cover its costs 

remains to be determined. The bill provides $306 billion in supplemental funding 

to various government agencies overall, and is part of a broader “Phase 4” relief 

package estimated to cost at least $1 trillion. So in case you were keeping track, 

that would mean NASA would get about 1/10th of one percent of the total hosed 

out in Phase 4. The bill states this money is “for expenses of modifications of the 

terms and conditions of contracts and agreements as authorized in“ the CARES Act 

which passed March 27, and includes a section allowing agencies to continue to 

pay contractors who could not work on site because of the pandemic so that they 

can “keep its employees or subcontractors in a ready state.” NASA effectively 

closed all of its field centers and other facilities in March; it has started to allow 

more personnel on its sites but otherwise requires staff to telework. 

Article: https://spacenews.com/senate-pandemic-relief-bill-offers-1-5-billion-for-

nasa/ 

https://spacenews.com/senate-pandemic-relief-bill-offers-1-5-billion-for-nasa/
https://spacenews.com/senate-pandemic-relief-bill-offers-1-5-billion-for-nasa/
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Cooking the Books? NASA’s OIG Critical of Orion Cost 
Accounting 

                                       

 
Since the Orion program’s cost and schedule baseline was set in 2015, the program has 

experienced over $900 million in cost growth through 2019, a figure expected to rise to at 

least $1.4 billion through 2023, says the OIG report, published July 16. And although both 

federal law and NASA policy call for a life-cycle cost estimate for all major science and space 

programs costing more than $250 million, and for the "Agency Baseline Commitment" to be 

based on all formulation and development costs,  "The Orion Program received approval from 

the NASA associate administrator to deviate from those requirements, resulting in exclusion of 

$17.5 billion in Orion-related costs from fiscal year (FY) 2006 to FY 2030 due to the agency’s 

tailored approach to program management and cost reporting," the report states. "Although 

these exclusions have been approved, the tailoring of these cost-reporting requirements 

significantly limits visibility into the total amount spent on development and production 

efforts."  

Articles: https://spacenews.com/nasas-inspector-general-criticizes-orion-cost-

accounting/ 

https://www.space.com/nasa-orion-spacecraft-cost-inspector-general-report.html 

https://spacenews.com/nasas-inspector-general-criticizes-orion-cost-accounting/
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Dem’s Space Platform: Mom and Apple Pie, and No 
Major Changes 

                            
 

The draft Democrat platform pays lip service to NASA and space with boilerplate platitudes, 

but at least there’s no hint of yet another course reversal if Biden wins. The 80-page draft of 

the party’s 2020 platform includes just one paragraph about space policy, located at the end 

of a section on “Investing in the Engines of Job Creation” that discusses infrastructure 

improvements, support for small businesses and agriculture, and investing in scientific 

research. Space was not an issue during Biden’s race for the nomination, and his campaign did 

not respond to a brief set of questions from SpaceNews on space issues last September or in 

February. Biden did not play a public role in space policy either during his long tenure in the 

Senate or eight years as President Barack Obama’s vice president. The platform does endorse 

return to the Moon, without giving any definite date.  

Articles: https://www.space.com/democratic-party-nasa-platform-2020.html 

https://spacenews.com/democratic-platform-calls-for-continuity-in-nasa-

programs/ 

 

https://www.space.com/democratic-party-nasa-platform-2020.html
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300 American EVAs 

                            

Bob Behnken, who arrived at the space station on SpaceX's Crew Dragon DM-2 
spacecraft in late May, and Expedition 63 commander Chris Cassidy performed 
their fourth spacewalk together July 21. It was the 300th American EVA (per 
NASA’s revised numbering system, which now includes the Apollo equipment 
dumps) This spacewalk was also the 231st EVA in support of the assembly and 
maintenance of the International Space Station. Since 1998, astronauts and 
cosmonauts have spent 60 days, 12 hours and 3 minutes working outside of the 
ISS. Now with 10 spacewalks each, Behnken and Cassidy matched the U.S. record 
for the most EVAs performed by an American first set by Michael Lopez-Alegria in 
2007 and then tied by Peggy Whitson in 2017. Behnken now has logged 61 hours 
and 10 minutes working in the vacuum of space. Cassidy now has spent a total of 
54 hours and 51 minutes spacewalking. Behnken now ranks fourth and Cassidy 
ranks ninth on the all-time, worldwide list for total time on spacewalks. 

 

Articles: https://www.space.com/300th-spacewalk-eva-record.html 

https://www.space.com/apollo-trash-jettisons-300th-eva.html 
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Virgin Galactic Is Now a Mickey Mouse Outfit 

 

Virgin Galactic announced July 15 it is bringing in Michael Colglazier, a Disney 

executive, as the company’s new CEO. Colglazier previously was president and 

managing director of Disney Parks International, the part of Disney that oversees 

its amusement parks in the United States and elsewhere. George Whitesides, who 

has been chief executive of Virgin Galactic since 2010, will remain with the 

company, becoming its first “chief space officer” focused on future business 

opportunities, including point-to-point high-speed travel and orbital spaceflight. 

Whitesides will also serve as chair of the company’s space advisory board. 

Colglazier will focus on the suborbital spaceflight business, including the customer 

experience, leveraging his more than three decades of experience at Disney. 

 

Article: https://spacenews.com/virgin-galactic-hires-disney-executive-as-new-ceo/ 

 

 

https://spacenews.com/virgin-galactic-hires-disney-executive-as-new-ceo/
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Voyager Space Holdings Acquires Pioneer 
Astronautics 

                                                           

Pioneer Astronautics, founded in 1996 by aerospace engineer and author Robert Zubrin, 

develops technologies that transform local materials found in space into resources to support 

exploration and settlement. Denver-based Voyager Space Holdings, backed by angel investor 

Dylan Taylor, was founded in October 2019 as an alternative to the traditional venture capital 

models. VSH announced on July 13 that it has acquired PA in a cash and stock deal. It was one 

of four businesses selected by NASA’s Artemis program earlier this month to help mature 

technologies for sustainable exploration of the moon and manufacturing using lunar 

resources. Under the NASA contract, PA will build and demonstrate hardware to produce 

oxygen and steel from lunar regolith, or moon dust. VSH CEO Matthew Kuta says Voyager 

plans to grow Pioneer Astronautics’ business beyond NASA into other government agencies 

such as the Defense and Energy Departments, and that sometime within the next two years, 

depending on market conditions, VSH looks to become a publicly traded company. 

Article: https://spacenews.com/voyager-space-holdings-announces-acquisition-of-

pioneer-astronautics/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/voyager-space-holdings-announces-acquisition-of-pioneer-astronautics/
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Uncle Sam Giveth, Uncle Sam Taketh Away                                       

 
On June 18, the DoD announced it intended to award contracts totaling $116M to six 

small launch providers with funds appropriated for DPA Title 3 investments in key 

sectors of the defense industry financially impacted by the coronavirus pandemic. Less 

than a month later, on July 14, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition Will 

Roper said the funds were redirected to pay for small business loans, and it’s unlikely 

the launch companies will see any new awards. On the other hand, on July 9, officials of 

the Export-Import Bank of the United States announced the bank is reaching out to the 

space industry (not limited  to launch companies) and offering to help exporters take on 

Chinese competitors. Ex-Im’s “Program on China and Transformational Exports” extends 

loans to foreign buyers of U.S. goods and services. The law says that loan rates and 

terms must be competitive with those offered by the People’s Republic of China. 

Congress charged Ex-Im to set aside at least 20 percent of the agency’s financing 

authority — $27 billion out of a total of $135 billion — for this program. Space is one of 

several industries that were identified as being challenged by Chinese competition. 

 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/funds-no-longer-available-for-defense-

production-act-small-launch-contracts/ 

https://spacenews.com/ex-im-bank-to-step-up-support-for-space-industry-

challenged-by-chinese-competitors/ 

https://spacenews.com/funds-no-longer-available-for-defense-production-act-small-launch-contracts/
https://spacenews.com/funds-no-longer-available-for-defense-production-act-small-launch-contracts/
https://spacenews.com/ex-im-bank-to-step-up-support-for-space-industry-challenged-by-chinese-competitors/
https://spacenews.com/ex-im-bank-to-step-up-support-for-space-industry-challenged-by-chinese-competitors/
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Falcon Fairing Double Play 

 

On July 20, SpaceX managed for the first time to catch both halves of the 
fairing from a Falcon 9 booster. SpaceX has caught a handful of fairing halves 
on previous missions, but this is the first time the company has managed to 
keep both pieces from a single launch out of the corrosive salt seawater. The 
company estimates that it can save as much as $6 million per launch by 
recovering and reusing the fairing halves. That’s almost 10% of the total 
price of a Falcon 9 launch today. SpaceX has successfully landed its spent 
first stages 57 times so far, including the one from today’s launch. 

 

Articles: https://www.space.com/spacex-falcon-9-rocket-payload-fairing-
catch-success.html 

https://www.spaceflightinsider.com/organizations/space-exploration-
technologies/spacex-successfully-catches-both-anasis-2-fairing-halves/ 

 
 

 

https://www.space.com/spacex-falcon-9-rocket-payload-fairing-catch-success.html
https://www.space.com/spacex-falcon-9-rocket-payload-fairing-catch-success.html
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Upcoming Chinese Robotic Missions to the 
Moon and an Asteroid  

                                         

Chang’e-5, a lunar sample return mission scheduled to launch in Q4 this year, aims to 
retrieve up to 4 kg (!) of samples from the Mons Rümker region of Oceanus 
Procellarum. A possible repeat may be made at the lunar south pole with the backup 
Chang’e-6 spacecraft. The Chang’e-7 mission, currently planned for 2024, will consist of 
an orbiter and a lander which will deploy both a rover and a mini-flying probe. A relay 
satellite will support the mission. This could be an uprated version of the Queqiao relay 
satellite for the ongoing Chang’e-4 lunar far side mission. Chang’e-8, designed for in-situ 
resource utilization and 3D-printing technology tests, will follow as a stepping stone to a 
potential permanent robotic base. Even more ambitious is the electric-propelled 
ZhengHe, headed for NEA 2016 HO3 (469219 Kamoʻoalewa). It will collect 200-1,000 
grams of samples from the asteroid and return to Earth within 2-3 years of launch, 
delivering the samples using a re-entry canister. The main spacecraft will continue its 
mission after delivering the samples. It will use the visit to Earth for a gravity assist to 
set it on a course for the main belt comet 133P/Elst-Pizarro, arriving around seven years 
later. 

 

Article: https://spacenews.com/china-is-moving-ahead-with-lunar-south-
pole-and-near-earth-asteroid-missions/ 

https://spacenews.com/china-is-moving-ahead-with-lunar-south-pole-and-near-earth-asteroid-missions/
https://spacenews.com/china-is-moving-ahead-with-lunar-south-pole-and-near-earth-asteroid-missions/
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First Photo of Planets Orbiting a Sun-like Star 

                                                           

 

The European Southern Observatory's Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Chile 

photographed two giant planets circling TYC 8998-760-1, a very young analogue of 

our own sun that lies about 300 light-years from Earth.  The two planets are huge 

and farflung. TYC 8998-760-1b is about 14 times more massive than Jupiter and 

orbits at an average distance of 160 astronomical units (AU), and TYC 8998-760-1c 

is six times heftier than Jupiter and lies about 320 AU from the host star. 

Resolution isn’t yet good enough to image Earth-sized planets close to the star, if 

any are there.  

Article: https://www.space.com/multiplanet-system-sun-like-star-first-photo.html 

 

 

https://www.space.com/multiplanet-system-sun-like-star-first-photo.html
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That’s All Folks  
 


